The annotation of genomic ranges such as peaks resulting from ChIP-seq/ATAC-seq or other techniques represents a fundamental task of bioinformatics analysis with considerable impact on many downstream analyses. In our previous work, we introduced the Universal Robust Peak Annotator (UROPA), a flexible command line based tool which improves upon the functionality of existing annotation software. In order to reduce the complexity for biologists and clinicians, we have implemented an intuitive web-based graphical user interface (GUI) and fully functional service platform for UROPA. This extension will empower all users to generate annotations for regions of interest interactively.
Introduction
Annotation in the context of peaks deriving from e.g. ChIP-seq/ATAC-seq data denotes the identification of relevant genomic features such as transcripts, genes, or promoters in range.
Reference feature loci can derive from public databases (e.g. NCBI RefSeq, Ensembl/Gencode) or custom reference data sets. The attribution of meaningful features to a peak is mandatory to permit the mapping to existing databases bearing transcript or gene identifiers which are needed for downstream analyses such as pathway enrichment, ontology assignments, and others.
Popular tools addressing peak annotation tasks include Homer [1] , GREAT [2] , Goldmine [3] , and CHIPpeakAnno [4] , covering a number of use cases ranging from simple annotations with limited options (e.g. Homer feature assignment is based on the closest NCBI RefSeq transcription start site (TSS)) to complex annotations with numerous parameters (e.g.
Goldmine can integrate all features sets available from the UCSC Table Browser ). However all of them rely on command line tools, and require a certain level of computational skills.
GREAT additionally provides a web-based graphical user interface (GUI), but is limited by the number of dated feature reference sets and only supports a fixed set of association rules. A user friendly GUI, able to provide an advanced annotation algorithm with a large variety of parameters to an audience of biologists and clinicians with limited computational skills is critically missing.
Our previously introduced command line based tool Universal Robust Peak Annotator (UROPA) comprises a wide range of unique features to individually adapt the annotation process to the experimental setup [5] . UROPA is not only intended to provide feature assignments based on classical gene start/end models, but also offers functionality for relative positioning of BED formatted genomic regions of interest with respect to any GTF formatted feature set given by the user. While arguably simpler to use than competing command line tools, proper configuration of the association rules for UROPA requires some experience.
Furthermore, UROPA relies on a local Linux operating system including Python and R configured with the necessary packages.
Here, we introduce a user friendly, intuitive and web-based graphical user interface for UROPA, providing all functionality of UROPA to non-computational scientists. UROPA GUI is the first web application for peak annotation, which can integrate multiple user defined association rules (=queries) including optional prioritization. These rules can be defined in a step by step process based on a predefined vocabulary, thus eliminating a range of prevalent causes for error when compared to manual configuration on the command line. The public web server includes a variety of feature reference data sets available from Ensembl and permits the upload of custom reference GTF files.
Using the UROPA GUI Server
The web-based UROPA GUI was implemented using R Shiny, internally calling an updated UROPA Python script. The workflow and interface of the UROPA GUI server is presented in Figure 1A . Starting from genomic regions of interest provided by the user as a BED formatted file, the desired reference feature set can either be selected from existing data on the server or can be uploaded via a file upload dialog. The server provides pre-calculated gene annotation sets for 14 widely used model organisms. Based on the features parsed from the selected reference file, the user is asked to define at least one association rule (query) that defines which features will be selected for annotation. An optional global priority flag defines if the order of the generated queries has to be taken into account. The GUI provides an interactive form, granting granular access to all optional parameters that can be addressed by UROPA with respect to each single location of interest, such as distance to feature, orientation (upstream/downstream), biotype, and others explained in more detail in the manual (http://uropa-manual.readthedocs.io/). By submitting the query via the Run_UROPA button, the job is queued to a cluster and the browser session is redirected to a result page that will automatically update after successful job completion, and that allows subsequent download of results. Multiple output files are generated to cover various granularities of assigned features per genomic region: 1) all assigned candidate features from each query, 2) the best assigned feature from each query, and 3) the best assigned feature among all queries. Furthermore, a set of graphs is generated in order to visualize the annotation efficiency and the contribution of single queries to overall assignment rates, provided as a PDF. Each web session receives a unique UROPA identifier (ID), intended for temporary persistence of results. Since all computational load of UROPA is handled by a performant cluster, there is no need for users to install UROPA locally or to provide computing power on premise. Notably, the UROPA GUI web server is open source and can be used without user registration or login. The source code for UROPA and UROPA_GUI is freely available from our GitHub repository for offline usage respectively (https://github.molgen.mpg.de/loosolab/UROPA, https://github.molgen.mpg.de/loosolab/UROPA_GUI). Workflow and appearance of UROPA GUI; A) appearance of the UROPA GUI with upload and file selection dialogs on the left (black) and a detailed query design field on the right (Query board). B) dataflow (brown dashed lines) and workflow (green) between a web client that provides genomic regions of interest and the UROPA GUI server. C) Exemplary output visualizations of an successful UROPA run, as provided for download from the UROPA GUI server.
